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Salon International completes Äve glorious years in India! Thank
you all for making it the most successful magazine for salon
professionals across the country.
For the Ärst time ever, in this the anniversary issue, we have
the top names narrating the opportunities and challenges that
the beauty and wellness industry is rife with. Shahnaz Husain,
Habib Ahmed, Vandana Luthra, Rossano Ferretti, Ojas Rajani,
Miriam Mathew, Vikram Mohan, Gurpreet Seble, Dr Shefali
Trasi Nerurkar, Cherag Bambboat, Maslyne K, Placid Braganza,
Kishore Thairani and Jalpa Vohra Desai speak their mind about
the growth of the industry that they love so much and are an
intrinsic part of.
The potential of the beauty and wellness industry is well reÅected
in the cover story as well, which is on the various innovations
that have been the biggest game changers. From the hair colour
preferences of men and women, to nail care and beyond, the
year has started off on the right note. L’Oréal Professionnel,
Wella Professionals and Schwarzkopf Professional also decide
to launch their revolutionary products – from dry shampoos to
hair oils and a special hair care and style range for men, making
these brands the justiÄed pillars of the hair industry.
Sherri Jessee, the leading lady of hair design and independent
hair and make-up artist, takes us through her journey and how,
today, she has become a name to reckon with. Markus Francis
shares with his us his transition period when from salons in New
York and Los Angeles, he decided to venture into television and
his current position at Tresemeé. In trends, we introduce new
concepts in hair colour by exemplary internationally acclaimed
hair stylists, like Craig Smith and other leading professionals in
the space.
Back in India, we are inundated with newer brands entering the
market and the existing business houses outdoing themselves
to introduce still more product lines. A case in point is the launch
of Balmain Hair. Steward Guliker, CEO, Balmain Hair, shares his
plan for the year along with business partner, Ankit Arora, CEO,
Streamline Services India.
The challenge in India is not of introducing interesting products,
but of supply chain and distribution. So far, the professional
industry has had its big Äsh and an array of smaller ones.
Emerging with a vision is Skylark Intiatives that is building a
strong portfolio of brands meant for salons. Salon International
brings them on the talking table.
As we step into 2014, I wish you all a Happy New Year and hope
this is a year full of joie de vivre!

Hair: Angelo Seminara
Make-up: Laura Dominique and Emma Kotch
Photography: Andrew O’Toole
Styling: Chloe Kerman
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The Manifesto Collection
9LÄULKTVKLYUP[`
Alter Ego Italy celebrates its 25th anniversary with an
international collection that opens up to even broader horizons
OLJVSSHIVYH[PVUI`[OYLL
PTWVY[HU[(\Z[YHSPHU
Z[`SPZ[Z*YHPN:TP[O3LLZH
:TP[OHUK(UKYL^6»;VVSL
HUPU[LYUH[PVUHSMHTV\Z
WOV[VNYHWOLYHZZPZ[LKI`
[OL0[HSPHU[LJOUPJHS[LHTVM
(S[LY,NV0[HS`OHZJYLH[LK[OL
;OL4HUPMLZ[V*VSSLJ[PVU;OL
JOHYHJ[LYVM[OLUL^JVSSLJ[PVU
JHW[\YLK[OLYLHSLZZLUJL
VM[OLY\U^H`ZVM3VUKVU
7HYPZ4PSHUHUK5L^@VYR
[YHUZMVYTPUNOPNOMHZOPVU
PU[VWYv[nWVY[LYSVVRZHUK
[YLUKZ"JYLH[PUNTVKLYUHUK
YLÄULKJ\[Z^OPJOHYLH[
[OLZHTL[PTLZ\P[HISLMVY
[OLKHPS`SPMLVML]LY`^VTHU
;OLL_[YHVYKPUHY`JOHYHJ[LY
VM[OPZJVSSLJ[PVUJVTLZMYVT
[OLM\ZPVUIL[^LLU[OLNYLH[
WHZZPVUMVY0[HSPHU[YHKP[PVU
HUK[OLJYLH[P]LTVVKVMH
NYLH[PU[LYUH[PVUHSZ[`SPZ[Z\JO
HZ*YHPN:TP[O0[PZWYLJPZLS`
[OPZ\UPVUIL[^LLU[OL
(\Z[YHSPHUHUK0[HSPHU[YLUKZ
[OH[THRLZ[OLIYHUKPTHNL
L]LUTVYLNSVIHS

T

her journey so far as she has collected several internationally renowned

.YLH[HY[PZ[ZHYLKPZ[PUN\PZOLK
I`[OLPYNYLH[WHZZPVUHUK
*YHPN:TP[O[OLUL^.SVIHS
(TIHZZHKVYVM(S[LY,NV
0[HS`PZHNYLH[]PZPVUHY`;OL
KLKPJH[PVUHUK[OLLU[O\ZPHZT
[OH[IPUKOPT[VOPZWYVMLZZPVU
OPZ[LHTVMHZZPZ[HU[ZHUK[OL
^OVSL^VYSKVMPU[LYUH[PVUHS
Z[`SPZ[ZHYL]LY`KLLWHUK
HS^H`ZHJ[P]L¸-VY*YHPNP[
PZ]LY`PTWVY[HU[UV[VUS`
[OLJVUJLW[[OH[OL^HU[Z
[VYLHJOI\[HIV]LHSS[OL
WLYZVU¹ZH`Z;`SLY1VOUZ[VU
0U[LYUH[PVUHS:LZZPVU:[`SPZ[
¸*YHPNOHZHUPUUH[LJHWHJP[`
[VPUM\ZLJVUÄKLUJL^OPSZ[
OLWYVK\JLZJVU[LTWVYHY`
HUKH]HU[NHYKLZ[`SLZ/LPZ
HUL_JLW[PVUHSHTIHZZHKVY
[VYLWYLZLU[[OL^VYSKVMOHPY
MHZOPVU¹ZH`Z;YHJL`>P[OLYZ
-VY*YHPN:TP[OP[PZLZZLU[PHS
[VKL]V[L[PTL[V\UKLYZ[HUK
[OLZV\YJLVMPUZWPYH[PVUVM[OL
[YLUKHUK[OLWLYZVUHSWHZZPVU
VM[OLZ[`SPZ[ºMVYHZ[`SPUNMYLL
VML]LY`JVUZ[YHPU[HUKVWLU
[V[OLPTHNPUH[PVU»

awards and is deftly climbing the ladder of success
/HPY!*YHPN:TP[O.SVIHS(TIHZZHKVY
7OV[VZ!(UKYL^6»;VVSL
4HRL\W!-HIYPaPV*HTWVULZJOP
:[`SPUN!)VVRPU»(NLUJ`4PSHU
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In Ärst person Jassi Chabra, Shades Salon, Jaipur
Cover story As India gets beauty conscious, leading brands are managing to do

.30;;,9(;0

justice to the beauty industry by launching niche and innovative products

3NE@ARE

Celeb choice of spas
0UK\SNLUJL\USPTP[LK
by Aarti Kapur Singh

118

Marketing tools Attractive offers across spas and salons

PUZLS[V^U»ZYLZPKLU[=LU\ZLZJHUPUK\IP[HIS`PUK\SNLPU[OL
ILZ[ILH\[`[OLYHWPLZTVUL`JHUI\`/LYLPZ^OH[ZVTLVMV\Y
JLSLIYH[LKILH\[PLZWYLMLYMVYYLQ\]LUH[PVUHUK\U^PUKPUN

T

¸0HTHJVTWSL[LZWHWLYZVU¶P[PZQ\Z[ZVISPZZM\S0UMHJ[0
SV]L[OLPKLHVMZWHOVSPKH`Z[VV¶^OLU`V\JHUJ\[VMMMYVT
[OLV\[ZPKL^VYSKHUKQ\Z[ZWLUK[PTLWHTWLYPUN`V\YZLSM
¶^OH[HUPKLHS[OV\NO[0HTVWLU[V[Y`PUNV\[]HYPLK
[OLYHWPLZ0UMHJ[HZZVVUHZ0JOLJRPU[VHOV[LS0»]LUL]LY
Z[H`LKPUILMVYL[OLÄYZ[[OPUN0\Z\HSS`KVPZJOLJRV\[[OLPY
ZWHMHJPSP[PLZ0HTH^HYLVMHSS[OLUL^[YLH[TLU[ZPU]VN\L
VYILPUN[HSRLKHIV\[HUK[Y`[OLTV\[HZZVVUHZ0WVZZPIS`
JHU;OLTVTLU[0JVTL[VRUV^VMHZWHPU[YVK\JPUNHUL^
PUK\SNLUJL0HT\Z\HSS`[OLÄYZ[VUL[V[Y`P[V\[4`MYPLUKZ
HYLMVYL]LYHZRPUNTLMVYYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ¶0HT[OH[\W
[VKH[L^P[O^OH[PZUL^HUKNVVK0[YPLKV\[[OLOVUL`
ZJY\ITHZZHNLHUKMY\P[MHJPHSH[[OL4HYYPV[[PU7\ULHUK
P[^HZZVNVVK[OH[0JHUOHYKS`^HP[[VNV[OLYLHNHPU4`
MHJLMLS[O`KYH[LKWVZ[[OLZWHZLZZPVUHUKHSS[OLPUNYLKPLU[Z
[OH[[OL`\ZLKJSLHYS`^VYRLK(UKP[PZUV[SPRLP[SHZ[LK
Q\Z[[OLKH`VM[OL[YLH[TLU[4`ZRPUMLS[IL[[LYHUKJSLHULY
[OLYLHM[LYHUKMVYH]LY`SVUN[PTL¹

.AAPQ3EJCD

130

¸0UV\Y[PTL[OLLTWOHZPZ^HZTVYLVUILH\[`YV\[PUL
YH[OLY[OHUL_WLUZP]LWYVK\J[Z:V0OH]LILLUIYV\NO[
\WVU[OLWOPSVZVWO`VM[HRPUNJHYLVM`V\YZLSM[OLUH[\YHS
^H`0NH[OLY[OPZZOV\SKIL[OL\UKLYS`PUNWOPSVZVWO`
VMHU`ZWH¶I\[\UMVY[\UH[LS`P[PZUV[ZV/LUJLT`
MH]V\YP[LZWHPZ[OLVULH[OVTL;OV\NO0KVNVV\[HUK
NL[T`THZZHNLZL[JL[LYHKVUL[OLYL»ZUV[OPUNSPRL
NL[[PUNWHTWLYLKH[OVTL)LPUNH:PROUPT`TVTOHK
HS^H`ZILLUÄUPJR`HIV\[[OLOLHS[OVMT`OHPY;O\ZOHPY
JHYL^HZ[OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[ILH\[`YP[\HSHUKP[YLTHPUZ
ZVL]LU[V[OPZKH`0NL[T`OLSW[VVPST`OHPY[OV\NO0
THRL[OPZVPSH[OVTL4`T\T^V\SKYLSPNPV\ZS`VPST`
OHPY^P[OT\Z[HYKVPS)\[[OLZLJYL[PUNYLKPLU[^HZTL[OP
KHUH(SS`V\ULLK[VKVPZWV\YT\Z[HYKVPSPUHULTW[`
NSHZZIV[[SLHKKHOHUKM\SVMMLU\NYLLRZLLKZPUP[HUK
SLH]LP[V\[PU[OLZ\U.P]LP[HNVVKZOHRLL]LY`KH`MVY
HIV\[H^LLRHUK\ZL[OPZHZHOHPY]P[HSPZLYL]LY`^LLR0
Z^LHYI`P[L]LUUV^¶P[WYLZLY]LZ[OLUH[\YHSZOPULHUK
JVSV\YVMOHPYHUKPUJYLHZLZP[ZIVK`HUKSLUN[O(ZMHY
HZZRPUJHYLNVLZ0JSLHUZLT`ZRPU^P[OHOVTLTHKL
\I[HUL]LY`V[OLYKH`HUKTVPZ[\YPZL^P[OYH^TPSRVY
HSTVUKVPS(^LLRS`THZRHSZVKVLZ^VUKLYZ:VZVTL
NYH[LKJ\J\TILYZVYWHWH`HHYLNYLH[MVYTL¹

Innovations Babor cleansing products, actively purify the skin while protecting it
against external inÅuences

89-102

International stylists Renowned stylists create awe-inspiring collections that

158

+=NAAJ=+=LKKN+D=J
¸0HTHIZVS\[LS`PUSV]L^P[O[OL6ILYVP9HQ]PSHZ:WHPU1HPW\Y0OH]L
[YH]LSSLK[OL^VYSKHUKILLU[VTHU`ZWHZI\[[OLYLPZZVTL[OPUNZV
IHZPJHUK`L[YLNHSHIV\[[OPZWSHJL0OH]L[YPLKV\[HSS[OLPYYLSH_PUN
THZZHNLZHUKL]LU[OLPYJVTWSL_ZWLJPÄJHSS`[HYNL[LKOLYIHSVPS
HUKWHZ[L[OLYHWPLZ[VWHTWLYT`ZLSMHUKMLLSYLQ\]LUH[LKHUKMYLZO
;OLILZ[IP[HIV\[[OLZWHL_WLYPLUJLH[6ILYVP9HQ]PSHZPZ[OH[H
NVVKKVZLVM`VNHTLKP[H[PVUN`TZ[LHTZH\UH1HJ\aaPHUK
ILH\[`WHYSV\YZLY]PJLPZ[OYV^UPUMVYNVVKTLHZ\YL:V[OL`HYL
PUZWPYLKI`[OL[YHKP[PVUHS0UKPHU[YHKP[PVUZVMOLHSPUNOLHS[OMYVT
^P[OPUHUKYLQ\]LUH[PVUI\[HSZVPUJVYWVYH[LPU[LYUH[PVUHSPUÅ\LUJLZ
VMPUK\SNLUJLHUKWHTWLYPUN0HTWHY[PJ\SHYS`MVUKVM[OLPY4HOHYHUP
YP[\HSZWHL_WLYPLUJL;OLTHZZHNLHSVULSHZ[ZHIV\[HUOV\YHUK
0PU]HYPHISLKVaLVMM;OLPYSLTVUHUK`VNO\Y[IVK`THZZHNLOHZ
^VYRLK^VUKLYZMVYT`ZRPUHZ^LSS;VYLSH_ILULH[O[OLÄUNLY[PWZ
VMHUL_WLY[THZZL\YZSV^S`YLZVS]PUN[OL[LUZPVUPU`V\YULY]LZHUK
RUV[ZPU`V\YT\ZJSLZPZHU\UTH[JOLKHUKPUKLZJYPIHISLL_WLYPLUJL
,]LY`[PTL0HT[OLYL0L_WLYPLUJLOLH]LU¹
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witness sharp cuts and colour
104
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Beauty David Maderich, ace hairstylist who has created scintillating looks on

Schwarzkopf Professional
/HPYJV\[\YLTHYJOLZVU

supermodels who have walked the ramp for established fashion designers.
145-164

OLOHPYKYLZZPUN^VYSKPZ\UP[LKPUP[ZKLZPYL[V
THRLWLVWSLSVVRHUKMLLSILH\[PM\S:JO^HYaRVWM
7YVMLZZPVUHSPZKLKPJH[LK[VZ\Z[HPUPUNHYLSH[PVUZOPWVM
OVULZ[`HUKT\[\HSYLZWLJ[HUK[V^LSJVTPUNVWLUULZZ
HUKJYLH[P]LL_JOHUNL(Z[OLPUK\Z[Y`L]VS]LZ^LZLL
ZHSVUZLY]PJLZL]VS]PUNMYVTVULZPaLÄ[HSS[VJV\[\YL
ZLY]PJLZ[OH[HYLJ\Z[VTPZLK[VL]LY`JSPLU[»ZKLTHUKZ
0UUV]H[P]LWYVK\J[ZHUKZLY]PJLSH\UJOLZTLHUTVYL
WV^LYHUKJOVPJLPU[OLOHUKZVM[OLOHPYKYLZZLYZHUK
ZHSVUZ[VKLSP]LYKLZPYLKYLZ\S[Z
:JO^HYaRVWM7YVMLZZPVUHS[OPZ`LHYHZZVJPH[LK^P[O
JYLH[P]LHTIHZZHKVYZSPRL:H]PV1VOU7LYLPYH9`HU+
9VZHYPV:VÄL)VKL<WHKO`H`HUK(U[OLH9VKYPN\La
^OVIYPUN`LHYZVML_WLY[PZLHUKSH[LZ[[YLUKZ[V[OL
[HISL;OPZ`LHYHSZVZH^[OLYLSH\UJOVM0NVYH9V`HS[OL
LZZLU[PHSOPNOWLYMVYTHUJLMHZOPVUJVSV\YZYHUNLMYVT
:JO^HYaRVWM7YVMLZZPVUHSHSVUN^P[O,ZZLU[PHS3VVRZ
*VSVY)\aa*VSSLJ[PVU[OLIPHUU\HS[YLUKZJVSSLJ[PVUMYVT
JH[^HSRZHJYVZZ[OL^VYSK

T

Spa focus Visual dynamics of Shanaya, The Spa; article by Jalpa R,

;OPZ`LHYZH^[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVMZVTLYL]VS\[PVUHY`
WYVK\J[ZMYVT[OLZ[HISLVM:JO^HYaRVWM7YVMLZZPVUHS
SPRL)*-PIYL-VYJL^OPJOYLZ[VYLZOPNOS`KHTHNLK
JOLTPJHSS`V]LYWYVJLZZLKOHPY[V]PYNPUOHPYX\HSP[`6:P:
9V\NO9\IILYTH[[PM`PUNWHZ[LHUK:WH,ZZLUJL`V\Y
WLYZVUHSPZLKOHPYYL[YLH[MVYHSSOHPYHUKZJHSWWYVISLTZ
7YVK\J[ZHYLHZPTWVY[HU[HZ[OLOHUKZ\ZPUN[OLTHUK
[OH[»ZHRL`MVJ\ZMVY[OLPUK\Z[Y`[VKH`HZ[OLYLPZZ[PSSH
O\NLNHWPU[YHPULKTHUWV^LYMVY[OLI\YNLVUPUNZHSVU
PUK\Z[Y`7YVMLZZPVUHS7HY[ULYZOPW:LY]PJLZJVUK\J[LK
V]LYZLTPUHYZHUK[YHPULKV]LYOHPYKYLZZLYZ
HJYVZZ[OLUH[PVU;OL:OHWPUN-\[\YLZPUP[PH[P]LMYVT
:JO^HYaRVWM7YVMLZZPVUHSMVY[OL[OPYKZ[YHPNO[`LHY
PU[YVK\JLK`V\UNHK\S[ZMYVT:6:*OPSKYLUZ=PSSHNLZ[V
[OL^VYSKVMOHPYKYLZZPUN
-VJ\ZVUOPNOWLYMVYTHUJLWYVK\J[ZHUKVU[YLUK
ZLY]PJLZ^PSSYLTHPU[OLOHSSTHYRVM:JO^HYaRVWM
7YVMLZZPVUHSPU[OLJVTPUN`LHY7YVK\J[Z[YLUKZHUK
ZLY]PJLZ[OH[[HRL\ZHUKV\YWHY[ULYZZHSVUZYLW\[H[PVU[V
UL^OLPNO[Z

Miriam Mathew, Vandana Luthra and Rekha Chaudhari; spa packages
and products
182
174

Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where

60
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Celeb style Bollywood diva Priyanka Chopra talks about her hair care and
Ätness regime

177
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Jassi Chabra
9PZPUNZ[HY

Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes

Like the phoenix, Jassi Chabra, has risen from harships and mediocrity to
make a name for hersef in the ﬁeld of hairstyling. She shares with Salon India
what it takes to be a great hairstylist and her plans for the future

the beginning

176

4`JHYLLYHZHWYVMLZZPVUHS
OHPYZ[`SPZ[ILNHU^P[OT`
HZZVJPH[PVU^P[O3»6YtHS0U
 0QVPULK[OL]HYPV\Z
JV\YZLZVYNHUPZLKI`[OLT
4`SPML^HZM\SSVMOHYKZOPWZ
PU[OLPUP[PHSKH`ZVMT`
JHYLLY0OHKH[V\NO[PTL
THPU[HPUPUNIV[OT`WLYZVUHS
HUKWYVMLZZPVUHSSPMLHUKP[
^HZ]LY`[`WPJHSPU[OLPUP[PHS
ZP_[VZL]LU`LHYZ0[^HZL]LU
OHYKLYMVYTL[VJVU[PU\L
I\ZPULZZOHKT`MHTPS`UV[
Z\WWVY[LKTLK\YPUN[OVZL
KPMÄJ\S[[PTLZ

InÅuencers Gautam Gupta, an unconventional designer who brought about a
revolution in the Indian fashion industry, talks about fashion, trends and his

journey so far
<U[PSUV^P[OHZILLU
WOLUVTLUHSHUK]LY`
JVSV\YM\S0OH]L^VU[OYLL
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HAIR

L’Oréal Professionnel’s Inﬁnie Platine
For vibrant, healthy hair colour
L’Oréal Professionnel pushes the limits of blonde with its new pre-lightening
powder, the Inﬁnie Platine. Infused with Pro-keratin, it allows stylists to experiment
with an array of unique blonde looks

Brilliant Balayage: If you
are looking for fashionforward contrasts and 3D
depths, this free-hand style
of highlighting is the one
for you – the glamorous,
sophisticated woman, who
wishes for subtle blonde
highlights.
Get the look: The model’s
hair is pre-lightened with
InÄnie Platine Pro-keratine
and coloured with
Diarichesse 8.31 Golden
Beige.
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STYLE GUIDE

TIGI Bed Head
Iconic styling for every fashionista
This season, sport an edgy cut, a zany updo or get inspired by the mermaid and create a ﬁshtail plait
with the TIGI Bed Head range. These high performance innovative product textures are created by
none other than the legendary Anthony Mascolo, making the range a must-have for the fashionista

ith festivities in fullswing, divas are
experimenting with their hair
looks across the world. They
are sporting grungy cuts
and experimenting like never
before! Whether worn short
or long, Åat or volumised, hair
expresses your style and adds
to your overall personality like
nothing else can!

W
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The TIGI Bed Head styler
range has a range of products
that are meant for styling,
smoothening, frizz control,
curl enhancing, thickening,
volumising, texturising and
more. What’s more – the
range allows one to re-create
dramatic hairstyles that have
been the cynosure of eyes and
worn by celebrities with élan.

GUEST AUTHOR

Hair brand
The India experience
by Rossano Ferretti

Views on the beauty and wellness
industry of India
If you can convince a woman
that a particular treatment or
product is good for the health
of her hair and scalp and a
particular style will make her
look young and beautiful,
she is bound to love it! That’s
universal and Indian women
are no different. The only
difference is that women here
are wary of using products
from the shelf, as they are
more used to traditional,
homemade remedies from
generations. However, if they
are convinced about a product
and see results and value then
they are very loyal customers
– whether to a salon or to a
product. Most of our guests
here love volume, textured,
natural look and that is the
core essence of the Rossano
Ferretti method.
Having said that, I wish more
women would experiment
more with their hair and learn
to wear them shorter, as that
sometimes accentuates the
face and the beautiful eyes
of women, but I am very
optimistic that the trend will
become more popular.
To be in India
I am very pleased to make
the Indian hair experience a
pursuit of art form every day.
The people are really warm
and friendly here. I love the
respect each individual here
has for nature and spirituality.
They worship the moon and
the sun! Everything has a
meaning and a purpose.
People here have a lot of
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faith, which, I believe, is what
keeps them so positive and
friendly. I also love the food
here. Although it is a great
and growing market, Indians
are very discerning and that
makes our jobs tough, but in
a good way. Also, Indians love
to follow what is familiar and
traditional. They will convert
to a new concept only if they
see value, results and are
convinced about it – and that
is not always easy!
What makes it easy here
is once you have a good
support base and partner. For
instance, given our partnership
with The Oberoi Gurgaon,
we have a great location and
given that both our brands are
about luxury, we do have the
same client base coming in.
The warm and friendly nature
of people here makes things a
lot easy.
India attraction
International hotels like Four
Seasons, Ritz-Carlton, and
the Oberoi wanted Rossano
Ferretti Hair Spa to provide
the best services and hair spa
experience in town with the
best hairdresser. Exclusive
services include pick-up and
drop in BMW 7 series, a glass
of champagne on arrival, use
of VIP room, luxurious hair
spa rituals: Chronologiste
(revitalising ritual combining
nourishing cream with caviar
pearls), a bespoke haircut
followed by styling. Besides
these, our guests enjoy
personalised services, which
are prompt yet unobtrusive.
Care for the smaller details,

MAKE-UP ARTIST

David Maderich
Abundance of talent
by Aradhana V Bhatnagar

Getting started
I’ve been in the line of make-up artistry for the past 15
years. I went to college to study Journalism, however,
destiny had other plans. I found myself doing club makeup for fun. And guess what – it has now turned into a fultime career! I am completely self-taught – I’ve never ever
assisted anyone or had a mentor. My only mentors were
fashion magazines and habitués of nightlife.

Based in New York,
celebrity make-up artist,
David Maderich, has
created scintillating looks
on supermodels who
have walked the ramp
for established fashion
designers. His models have
also graced several print
and advertising campaigns
of well-known brands. A
name to reckon with, Salon
India has a heart to heart
with the artist

Forte
My forte and liking lies in creating looks that have edgy
glamour. I have always liked to add an element of beauty
in my work. Whatever may be the brief given by a client, I
would never want to make a girl look ugly for the sake of
fashion. That’s something I strongly believe in.
Inspiration
I used to be inspired by young club-goers and the pop
culture. Now, however, things have changed to such an
extent that the majority of pop stars and kids want to look
40 years old! Today, the random colours of nature and
Åowers inspire me.

Photography: Roberto Ligresti
Makeup: David Maderich for M.A.C Cosmetics
Hair: Avian King
Model: Snow/Q Models
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GLITTERATI

Celeb choice of spas
Indulgence unlimited
by Aarti Kapur Singh

insel town’s resident Venuses can indubitably indulge in the
best beauty therapies money can buy. Here is what some of our
celebrated beauties prefer for rejuvenation and unwinding

T

Neetu Singh
“In our time, the emphasis was more on beauty routine
rather than expensive products. So, I have been brought
up on the philosophy of taking care of yourself the natural
way. I gather this should be the underlying philosophy
of any spa – but, unfortunately, it is not so. Hence, my
favourite spa is the one at home. Though I do go out and
get my massages, et cetera done, there’s nothing like
getting pampered at home. Being a Sikhni, my mom had
always been Änicky about the health of my hair. Thus, hair
care was the most important beauty ritual, and it remains
so even to this day. I get my help to oil my hair, though I
make this oil at home. My mum would religiously oil my
hair with mustard oil. But the secret ingredient was methi
dana. All you need to do is pour mustard oil in an empty
glass bottle, add a handful of fenugreek seeds in it and
leave it out in the sun. Give it a good shake every day for
about a week and use this as a hair vitaliser every week. I
swear by it even now – it preserves the natural shine and
colour of hair and increases its body and length. As far
as skin care goes, I cleanse my skin with a home-made
ubtan every other day and moisturise with raw milk or
almond oil. A weekly mask also does wonders. So, some
grated cucumbers or papaya are great for me.”
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The thin veil
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by Angelo Seminara

EVENT

Backstage with L’Oréal Professionnel
The Dream Team of L’Oréal Professionnel has proved its iron yet again, by creating hair
inspired by fashion. Salon India joins the Dream Team backstage to highlight the success
mantra of the team
ridalwear is one of the most fascinating, graceful and
glamorous forms of fashion in India, and hair plays a
vital role in lending a sense of magic to the overall look. At the
recently concluded India Bridal Fashion Week 2013, the hard
work and effort made by the L’Oréal Professionnel Dream Team
has paid off. The Dream Team members showcased opulent
styles that complemented the fashion sensibility of ace designer,
Rohit Bal.

B

The Dream Team work
The most talented hairstylists in India, trained in styling, colouring
and latest hair-sculpting techniques by the best in the world,
form the Dream Team at L’Oréal Professionnel. Led by Caroline
Launnuzel, Artistic Director of the brand, the Dream Team
includes Akshata Honawar, Dhruv Abhichandani and Walter
Dorairaj who worked together at the backstage to create the
look. The team worked closely with Bal to create up-dos that
worked well with his much anticipated collection titled, ‘The
Mulmul Masquerade’ inspired by the Elizabethan era and Indian
royalty. Talking about the event, Aseem Kaushik, Director, L’Oréal
Professionnel, India, notes, “L’Oréal Profesionnel believes in
creating hair inspired by fashion and is part of the fashion ramps
all over the world. We are happy to associate with Rohit Bal, ace
fashion designer. This only helps us take the idea of ‘fashion hair’
to the next level.”
Styling products
Keeping in sync with the hottest hair trend of the season,
messy-dressy, the hair styles are designed to look effortless,
yet sophisticated. The Dream Team had the opportunity to use
the latest styling launches of the brand – Tecni.art Super Dust
and Texture Dust – the two styling powders that can be used to
create the most dramatic looks.
The L’Oréal Professionnel Dream Team has created breathtaking
up-dos for the fashion extravaganza with an international,
fashion-forward twist. With the help of L’Oréal Professionnel’s
unique range of products, each stylist has helped in creating a
unique and exclusive look for the discerning Indian bride.

Akshata Honawar,
Walter Dorairaj and
others with Rohit Bal
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